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South Carolina Jobs-Economic
Development Authority

Members of the General Assembly
requested that we conduct a compr~ensive
management and performance audtt of the
•
South Carolina Jobs Economic Development Authority
(JEDA) and its private not-for-profit corporation, the
Carolina Capital Investment Corporation, Inc. (CCIC).
JEDA was established in 1983 and as of October 31,
1994, had made 220 direct loans and guarantees totalling
$56.6 million and had issued 88 bonds totaling $447
million. Most loans were made with federal community
development block grant (CDBG) funds and with state
funds appropriated to capitalize a revolving loan fund.
We reviewed the administration and outcome of JEDA's
programs and concluded with a major recommendation
based on the findings in the report.

Job Creation and Retention

JEDA's principal mandate is to create and retain jobs;
therefore, the number of jobs attributed to its programs
is an important measure of its success. We found that
JEDA overstated job creation/retention figures in its
annual report to the General Assembly and the
Governor. For example, JEDA's FY 93-94 annual
report included 11,046 jobs that have been created or
retained through its CDBG loan program. This number
included 3,497 jobs attributed to businesses which had
gone into default and/or bankruptcy, resulting in the loss
of these jobs as well as loan funds.
In a judgmental sample of 24 CDBG loans which
accounted for 2,462 jobs, we
found that 541 of these jobs
had been counted twice, first
as created jobs and then as
retained jobs. In this same
sample, we also found 427
jobs where it was
questionable whether these
C] Joba Counted Twice
jobs would have been lost
~ Joba Queatlonable
without JEDA's assistance.

Loan Defaults and Charge-Offs

We reviewed JEDA's administration of its loan portfolio,
particularly its policies and procedures regarding loan
payments that are deferred, delinquent, in default or
charged off as uncollectible. As of July 31, 1994, 24
CDBG loans had been charged off as uncollectible,
accounting for 12.7% of JEDA's CDBG loan portfolio;
18 had 90% or more of the original loan amount
forgiven.
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program were new jobs, created at a cost per job of
$102,425 compared to a benchmark of $25,000 per job
for CDBG loans. JEDA has made only 5 loan guarantees
and created approximately 17 jobs with its export
financing. From 1989 through February 1995, only 15
jobs were created through the PBBF.
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While charge-offs have declined since 1991, we also
found that JEDA increasingly is allowing borrowers to
defer loan payments. This may understate future rates
of delinquent and defaulted loans.

Strategic Plan and Performance Measures

JEDA has no strategic plan which would help it meet
legislative mandates, assess client needs, develop new
programs, and fit in with statewide economic
development policy. JEDA also has not established goals
and performance measures for its programs such as job
quality, targeting specific industries, or helping
historically distressed counties.
Without these
mechanisms, JEDA cannot determine whether its
programs are effective in promoting economic
development in the state. For example, only 43% of the
CDBG loan funds and 7% of the bond financing has
actually gone to businesses located in historically
distressed counties of the state.
We excluded from review five JEDA/CCIC programs
because they had little or no activity. We reviewed
three other programs and found they were not effective
in creating new jobs-the Industrial Development
Revenue Bond program, the Export program and the
Palmetto Basic Building Fund (PBBF). For example,
only about 33% of the jobs attributed to the bond

Loan policies and procedures are established in order to
control JEDA's exposure to loss and ensure that state
government does not replace the role played by private
financial institutions. We reviewed a judgmental sample
of CDBG and CCIC loans and found the following.
•

JEDA has made loans to borrowers with substantial
net worth.

•

Four loans with inadequate collateral accounted for
22% of the losses incurred in CDBG loan program.

•

CCIC loans have leveraged only $1.67 in private
funds for every public dollar.

Administrative Issues

During the course of the audit, we found several
problems with financial transactions between JEDA and
CCIC. JEDA used an estimated $583,000 in state funds
appropriated for administrative purposes to capitalize
CCIC's revolving loan fund to make loans to businesses.
This may be in violation of state law. As of January 31,
1995, CCIC had a cash balance of $888,500. JEDA
should return its FY 94-95 appropriation of $125,000
and use CCIC's fund balance to provide federal matching
requirements in place of state appropriations. We also
found that CCIC was paid more than it was entitled to
for administrative expenses. In one example, CCIC
received about $205,000 more than its actual costs for
personnel.

I Agency comments to the audit begin on page 73.
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